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We hope you are all well and the recipes we shared last week were useful.
With the cancelation of our Events, Courses, Awards and Training Services until further notice we
would like to continue supporting you and your families remotely via newsletters, email and
telephone. Although response times may be delayed, please be assured that we will get back to
you. We want the newsletter content to be directed by your feedback on the challenges you face
as childcare settings, and also the challenges your families are facing. Please share your
experiences with us and we will gladly support in any way we can.
Today we would like to share the Family Pizza Challenge with you. This is a good example of the
type of activity that can help children become accustomed with food. It is important that children
of all ages have opportunity to help in the kitchen, not just when baking, but have input into
mealtimes too. Small hands can easily chop the ingredients in this recipe with table knives and
parental supervision. Getting children involved with food can build confidence and create healthy
attitudes towards food, thus reducing ‘fussy eating’.
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Healthy cooking challenge!
Some of you will have seen these quick pizzas before. They are a Big Cook, Little Cook favorite and
perfect for families to get stuck in together.
(We have provided the recipes as picture files too, so you can share them on Whatsapp groups or other social
media platforms – see the other attachments in the email)

Useful links for parents
We didn’t want to overwhelm parents with recipes so decided on two tried and tested options for
you to share. If parents are keen for more recipes, Change 4 Life and HENRY have some excellent
recipes to try…
https://www.nhs.uk/change4life/recipes

https://www.henry.org.uk/homepage/resources/healthy-recipes
https://www.nhs.uk/10-minute-shake-up/shake-ups
try thidish and we can print some of them in our next Goo Nutrition newsletter!

Please send us any pictures or feedback you receive from
families. It would be good to know if they enjoy the recipes or
whether they had any issues that we could look at next time!

